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Summary
This information paper reports on the Seventh Meeting of the Asia/Pacific ATN Transition Task Force of APANPIRG, which was held in Shanghai, China on 18–22 April 2005. The paper describes ATN activities in the ASIA/PAC region.

Introduction
1.1	The ATN Transition Task Force (ATNTTF) of APANPIRG held its 7th meeting in Shanghai, China from 18–22 April 2005. This information paper reports on the meeting. The meeting report and working and information papers presented are available on the ASIA/PAC regional office web site (http://www.icao.org/apac).
Report
Regional Ground ATN Implementation
2.1.1	The plan for the introduction of ATN in the region is to implement a ground network infrastructure of ATN routers connected largely by high-speed (mostly 64 kbps) X.25 point-to-point links, and to upgrade regional Aeronautical Fixed Service communications by replacing Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN) circuits by ATS Message Handling System (AMHS) services, either by installing AMHS message servers or AMHS/AFTN gateways.
2.1.2	The planned target date for ATN/AMHS implementation is 2005. A number of States in the region have been carrying out trials, but as of April 2005 only a US-Japan inter-regional AMHS circuit has been commissioned. Hong Kong, China and Japan also plan to commission a Hong Kong–Japan AMHS service within 2005. States made interim reports of their progress of ATN implementation, and most have slipped to 2006–2007 for commissioning of their ATN and AMHS equipment.
2.1.3	China reported its development of an ATN/IP dual stack router with a built-in TP4/TCP gateway function, and made a demonstration.
2.1.4	The ATNTTF Working Group had clarified that IP (Internet Protocol) may only be used as an ATN sub-network protocol between States under bilateral agreements. However, concerns were expressed about security, and it was opined that such issues would need to be looked at by ICAO.
Development of Standards, Policy and Guideline Materials
2.2.1	The working group of the ATNTTF has developed policy, technical materials such as profiles and Interface Control Documents (ICD), and guidance materials, including the following:
	Routeing architecture

NSAP Addressing plan
System management and system integrity policies
Technical Document on Directory Services (Directory schema to be used in the region)
Technical Document on Performance
Interface Control Documents for ATN Ground-Ground router ICS and ISO/IEC 8208 sub-network, and AMHS
Descriptions of ATN router and AMHS
IDRP Routeing Policy
AMHS MTA Routeing Policy
These documents are available for States to download from the regional office web site.
2.2.2	The meeting also developed a strategy for implementation of the ATN in the ASIA/PAC region. See Attachment 1.
AIDC
2.3.1	The ATNTTF has decided to defer the completion of an ICD for ATN AIDC while waiting to see what action ACP will take on the development of AIDC Version 2. In the meantime, some States are using another technology, “APANPIRG AIDC”, which uses the AFTN protocol for communication, to meet operational requirements, with links between Australia and New Zealand, and the United States and Japan, for example.
Directory
2.4.1	The ATNTTF has published a Technical Document on Directory, specifying the directory schema (object entities and attributes) for use in the region, and next intends to address directory access and exchange protocols and their profiles. The meeting noted the developments in the EUR region on the selection of a directory access protocol and noted that ACP WGN may look at ATN-specific items in the ATN Directory Schema with a view to rationalisation in the future.
AMHS
2.5.1	An AMHS naming and registration form has been developed, and will be circulated to States in a State Letter to start the registration process.
2.5.2	States were recommended to adopt the CAAS addressing scheme, and States that have implemented or intend to implement XF addressing were encouraged to upgrade to CAAS addressing as soon as possible. The regional office has asked States to reconsider their declared addressing schemes in the light of this recommendation, and will compile the responses to pass on to ICAO.
2.5.3	To meet the need for a centrally managed database of AMHS information such as MTA (Message Transfer Agent) addresses and characteristics, administration details and points of contact, UA (User Agent) addresses etc., the Regional Office assisted by a State and the ATNTTF Working Group will investigate the feasibility of implementing and administering a database that will be maintained manually and disseminated electronically (e.g. through the World Wide Web, electronic mail etc.) as an interim step to support AMHS until a regional Directory Service is established.
2.5.4	An MTA routeing policy has been created. This includes a concept of “backbone MTAs” within the region. States in “AMHS islands” will be able to employ direct MTA-to-MTA routeing.
Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP)
2.6.1	In the ASIA/PAC region, VoIP is not considered currently to support ATS (Air Traffic Services) direct speech communications; however, developments in the field are being monitored. The United States informed the meeting that VoIP is provided for operational use between some centres in the US and that the service is meeting operational and performance requirements.
Air-Ground
2.7.1	The meeting was informed that a task force has been established by APANPIRG to create a regional strategy for the deployment of air-ground data link. The task force is expected to meet in May 2005, with the selection of air-ground data link technology one of the items on the agenda.
Dissolution of the ATNTTF and New Requirements
2.8.1	With all its tasks complete, the ATNTTF will be dissolved, and is expected to be succeeded by an ATN Implementation Co-ordination Group that will focus on operational issues.
2.8.2	The new group expects that certification and validation of new systems, that is, ensuring that new systems are fit for operation before they are allowed to connect to the regional network, will be an important issue, since badly-behaving systems have a greater potential to disrupt communication within the region than with communication systems such as AFTN.
2.8.3	It is also expected for the same reasons that management of the network will become an important issue for the group, with a possible shift towards the group assuming some responsibility for planning, monitoring performance and resolving conflicts.
2.8.4	Other tasks proposed for the group include:
	Compiling and disseminating lessons learned and operating problems during the transition to AMHS, and drafting procedures to deal with AMHS and ATN operational problems.

Studying the capability of AMHS being introduced in the region and the detailed requirements for carriage of meteorological BUFR code data.
Developing guidance material for use of IP as an ATN sub-network, with emphasis on system compatibility between adjacent centres and security.
Conclusion
3.1	The meeting is invited to note the information presented in this information paper.ACP WGN05 – IP/??
Attachment 1: Strategy for Implementation of ATN in the ASIA/PAC region
STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AERONAUTICAL TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK (ATN) IN THE ASIA/PAC REGION

Considering that:

a)	the requirement for a robust ground-to-ground Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) to meet growing need for a digital data communications to support the Air Traffic Management Operational Concept;

b)	the availability of ICAO SARPs and Technical Manuals for implementation of ATN;

c)	the awareness generated in States for replacement of the present AFTN with digital data network by conducting various seminars and meetings;

d)	the availability of several guidance materials, interface control documents (ICDs) required to assist States to ensure harmonization of procedures and protocol to assure inter-operability within the region;

e)	the agreement in EUR region to provide gateways to support ATN protocol suites implemented in adjacent region;

f)	the feasibility of introducing SARPs compliment air-ground application in a secured network without prolonged delay;

g)	the lack of SARPs for an alternative TCP/IP protocol for immediate use and introduction of material on the use of TCP/IP for air-ground application, require significant technical work, which is not likely to be completed in the near future for amendment to Annex 10 SARPs and associated technical provisions in ATN documentations;

h)	the need to migrate to Binary Universal form of representation of meteorological data (BUFR) coded OPMET messages; the emerging need to use lower case letters in NOTAM messages; and

i)	the trial and demonstrations conducted by several States in the ASIA/PAC region for implementation of ATN/AMHS and actions taken by States for introduction of ATN/AMHS;


THE GENERAL STRATEGY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ATN INFRASTRUCTURE AND ASSOCIATED GROUND TO GROUND APPLICATIONS IN THE ASIA/PAC REGION SHOULD BE AS FOLLOWS:

a)	Implementation be in full compliance with Annex 10 SARPs, PANS, ICDs and guidance materials adopted by APANPIRG;

b)	in the ASIA/PAC region ground-to-ground ATN will initially support the implementation of ATS Message Handling System (AMHS) to replace AFTN;

c)	Strategically deploy the ATN infrastructure with a limited number of ATN Backbone routers to support other ground-to-ground and air-ground applications;

d)	during the transition phase, some AFTN system may remain in operation. A reasonable time frame should be established for their replacement with AMHS;

e)	MTA sites should provide AFTN/AMHS gateways during the transition phase;

f)	States should work co-operatively to assist each other on a multinational basis to implement the ATN expeditiously and to ensure system inter-operability;

g)	States should organize training of personnel to provide necessary capability to maintain and operate the ground-to-ground ATN infrastructure and applications;

h)	upon successful deployment of ground-to-ground ATN infrastructures and applications within the region, States gradually introduce ATN air-ground infrastructures and applications.
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